In this note we deal with the system cp(MN) constituted by all closure operators definable over the cardinal product MN, of the p.o.sets (=partially ordered sets) M and N.
Introduction
In this note we deal with the system cp(MN) constituted by all closure operators definable over the cardinal product MN, of the p.o.sets (=partially ordered sets) M and N.
By means of certain isotone mappings, we determine two p.o.subsets of cp(MN}, S and T, such that the cross-cut S fl T is isomorphic to the cardinal product cp(M)cp(N); if M and N contain first element, then we state that every (} E cp(MN) is the supremum of some Ot E S and some 02 E T; moreover the infimum Ot A 02 exists and one has Or A 02 E S fl T.
If M and N are complete lattices, then S and T are complete sublattices of cp(MN) and we state that S and T are complete inf-homomorphic images of cp (MN) . § l.
A closure operator cp of a p.o.set L is an operator of L, satisfying the following conditions: 01: x < cp(x}, for every x E L; 02: if x..;;y, then cp(x}..;;cp(y) ; 03: cp(cp(x)}=cp(x}, for every xEL.
We denote by [cp (L}, < ] , or simply by cp(L}, the p.o.set constituted by all closure operators definable over L, cp < 1fJ meaning that cp(x) < 1p(x}, for every x EL.
Let us recall that L is said to be the cardinal product of the p.o.sets M and N, L=MN, if Lis the set of all couples (x, y}, with x EM and y E N, where (x, y) < (x', y') means that x < x' and y < y'.
If cp is any closure operator of M and 1fJ is any closure operator of N, then it is immediate that the operator (cp, 1p}, defined by the condition (cp, 1p)(x, y) = (cp(x), 1fJ(y}}, for every (x, y) E L, is a closure operator of L.
. Let F"' be the set of all elements of M, which are closed under tp and let f be any isotone mapping 1 ) of F into </>(N):
From this it follows that cp(MN)
We are going to show that the operator of L=MN defined by
is a closure operator. Indeed: 01: One has obviously
since x<,tp(x) 
03: One has clearly
We have stated that f* E </>(MN). Now, let g be another isotone mapping of F"' into <j>(N):
If f<g, then hence 1px(y) <, (}x(y), for every x E F"' and y EN, and therefore (}'P<x>(y) ) =g*(x, y). Now, let us consider the set-unions
It IS clear that cp #-cp' implies that the cross-cuts S'P n S 'P, and (cp(N) being, respectively, the last element and the first element of P. Let us observe that, conversely, if PQ is a complete lattice, then P is a complete lattice again. In fact, let {Yihu be any non-void family of elements of P and let us consider the family {/ihu of isotone mappings of Q into P, defined by f;(x) = Yi• for every x E Q and i E I. One has clearly A Yi = ( A It) (x), i.e., the infimum iei iei of {Yihu exists. Moreover, iff is the last element of PQ and a is a given element of Q, one has necessarily j(x) =/(a) for every x E Q and it is easy to see that f(a) is the last element of P. 
/(r:p'(x)) .;;;;g(r:p'(x)),
hence "P"'(x).;;;;; ()'P'(x) and consequently
that is to say, I* .;;;;g*.
Conversely, let us suppose that l*<g*, i.e., r:p(x).;;;;r:p'(x) and "P"'<x>(y)< .,;;;()'~''<x>(y), for every x EM and yEN.
Since r:p'(x) E F"', one has "P"''<x>="P"'<'~''<x».,;;;()'~''(rp'(x))=()"''<x>, for every x EM.
This means that one has r:p<r:p' and 1" ',.;;;;g, that is to say, I-<. g, which proves the isomorphism. ' and 1"',.;;;;g, ' and I"'' denotes the restriction of I to F"''' we get a partial order and one sees that the p.o.set [V, -<.]is isomorphic to the p.o.set [T, .;;;;;] , where T= U T"', T"' being the set of all We are going to show that the subsystems S and T are not disjoint.
I-<. g, if and only if "P<"P
2) It is immediate that [U, :;;;;] is the cardinal sum of the p.o. sets Indeed, let p E cp(M) and "P E cp(N) ; then it is clear that the closure operator {p, 1p) such that {p, 1p)(x, y) = (p(x), 1p(y)) is an element of the cross-cutS(') T, as one concludes by observing that, iff is the (isotone) mapping such that f(x)='lfJ, for every x E F'P, and if g is the (isotone) mapping ofF"' into cp(M) defined by g(y)=p, for every y E F"', one has (p, 'lfJ)=f*=g*.
From this it follows that
Conversely, let us suppose that
Then, one has /* = g*, if and only if p(
We summarize these results in the following In fact, let us suppose that tx: E S and that tx:(x, y) = (x', y'). Then one has necessarily tx:{x, z) = (x', z'), for a suitable element z' EN; analogously, if {3 E T and {3(x, y) = (x", y"), then, for every t EM, one has {3(t, y) = (t", y"), for a suitable t" EM. Let us show that cp is a closure operator of M.
02: Let us suppose that x<x1; since (x, y) < (x1, y), one has (x', y') = ex(x, y) < ex(x1, y) = (x1', y"), for a suitable y" E N and this proves that
03: Since (x', y')=ex(x, y)=-x(-x(x, y))=-x(x', y'), one has cp(x') =x', that is to say, cp(cp(x)) =cp(x).
If a E Frp, one has obviously -x(a, y) =(a, y'), for every yEN and a suitable y' EN. Consequently, if we set
we obtain an operator of N and it is easy to see that 1pa is a closure operator of N.
Let f be the mapping f: a E Frp-+ 1pa E cf>(N).
We have to prove that f is an isotone mapping and f*=-x. Let us suppose that a, bE Frp and that a<b.
One has ex(b, y) = (b, y"), for a suitable y" EN, hence 'ljlb(y) =y". From (a, y) < (b, y), for every yEN, it results (a, y')=ex(a, y)<ex(b, y)=(b, y")
and so that is to say, proving that f is an isotone mapping. 
1JIE¢(N) § 5. Now, let us suppose that M and N are complete lattices. It is clear that [(rp(N) )F'P, <] and [(rp(M) Indeed, let {C¥i}iEI denote any non-void family of closure operators of MN, satisfying the condition (i), and let us suppose that
C¥i(x, y) =(xi, Yi), for every i E I.
Since one has 
) ()1(x,y)=(x',y'), if and only if ()(x,ON)=(x',b) and ()(x,y)=(x",y') is a closure operator of MN, satisfying the condition (i).
Proof: Indeed: 01: From the definition of ()1, it follows x.;;;x ' and y.;;;y', hence (x, y) < (x', y') = ()1(x, y).
02: Let us suppose that (x,y).;;;(z,t) and ()1(z,t)=(z',t').
From
it follows y' < t'. 
From (x', b)=()(x, ON)<()(z, ON)=(z', c)
O(x', ON)=(x', b). (x, ON)< (x, y), (x',b)=O(x, ON)<O(x, y)=(x", y') (x,
y).;;;;(x', y')<(x", y')=O(x, y). O(x', y')=(x", y').
This means that 01(x',y')=(x',y'), i.e., 01 ((}1(x,y) )=81(x,y); consequently, 81 is a closure operator of MN and it is clear, from the definition, that 81 satisfies the condition (i).
Analogously, one proves the following , b)=02(a, b)=O'(a, b)=(a, b) it follows, by definitions of ()1 and 02, that O(a, b)=(a, b) It is interesting to observe that 01 and 02 are the greatest closure operators preceding () and satisfying (i) and (ii) respectively.
Indeed, if y satisfies (i) and precedes (), from
it results y'>YI and x';;.x1, i.e., 01>Y· Analogously, for 02. Let us denote by 012 the closure operator preceding ()1 and satisfying (ii), and by 021 the closure operator preceding 02 and satisfying (i). Let us suppose that M and N are complete lattices and let us consider the following mappings:
We are going to prove that AI and A2 are complete inf-homomorphisms. Indeed, let {O'~}.EI be any non-void family of closure operators of MN and let us suppose
and similarly
that is to say, where w denotes the last element of if>(MN). Analogously, one sees that A2 is not in general a homomorphism. A, 58, 341-351 (1955) .
